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About This Game
"Don't you remember me? After all we've been through..."
What do you want to be when you grow up? Paul thought his life would be set after college, but at 22 he's toiling away in a job
he doesn't like and coming home to an empty apartment every night. He doesn't know who he is, where he's going, or how he
fits into his world.
But then on one dark and stormy night, a mysterious woman appears to him, and everything changes...
The Beard in the Mirror is a throwback to when adventure games came in giant cardboard boxes and if you didn't have the
hintbook, that was it; you were stuck on that puzzle for the rest of your life. It's a labor of love from a husband-and-wife team
from two different worlds (she’s a Sierra fangirl, and he’s a LucasArts diehard) who have been working on it together since
before they even started dating.
KEY FEATURES
A classic point-and-click adventure for the modern age!
Sincere yet lighthearted story with magic, danger, romance, and adventure
Death lurking around every corner! (Although you'll never lose any progress.)
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Retro points system to help you track your progress, and see if you've missed any secrets...
Just like the games you used to play on your dad's weird friend's computer
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Title: The Beard in the Mirror
Genre: Adventure, Indie
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Oh, a Rock! Studios
Publisher:
Oh, a Rock! Studios
Release Date: 25 Oct, 2016
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the beard in the mirror walkthrough. the beard in the mirror
By far the best 6 Australian dollars i have spent in VR. I thank the creators for this. Awesome in depth story along with
innovative work with virtual reality. I was and am still hoping for a sequel to The Final Hours and this adds one more to my list!
I BEG FOR MORE!!!!. My in game equipment basically means I always have full health. So basically this pack isnt very
gamechanging or useful.
That said, its items I dont need to buy. saved me some gald or whatnot.
The downside...when you dont buy and sell items, you dont level up your store! Ive leveled up my store and items drop in price
so really...this game isnt that difficult to buy items.
Its free though. ANyone that downvotes or complains...why? Free items that at some point will be used! If not...at least you wre
prepared for the battle ahead!. Damn.
Seriously, I just can't move my eyes off Zoe. Am I the only pervert here?. Ive played Man of Prey, another game much like this,
which I rate highly, so I really wanted to like this game, but unfortately I felt a little let down.
The tutorial is passible, it however isnt very helpful, and not particularly clear to the casual gamer on how it works. I had a few
thick moments with it where the game is constantly asking me to hip fire, and i'm wondering why I cant do it. My character was
crouched....duh!
There's a lot of be had in this and it does feel very much like an unpolished Jagged Alliance, with a lot more NPC interaction
and side missions. The combat is a learning curve, and on a strong computer you can feel liek you're a little all over the place if
you dont reduce mouse sensitivity.
I am willing to give this some more time and I would love to be proven wrong. I however spent my first 1.5 hours trying to get
through the first tutorial, and then complete the first area. For the casual gamer, you may feel like banging your head against
your desk after an hour of this. For the RTS/RPG dedicated people, there is possibly a great deal of delayed gratification
available to you later when you have an established squad. I however didnt have the patience for this.. One of the worse free to
play's availabel on steam honestly. The company clearly put no effort in to porting it from ios(mentions tapping in every
instruction and the ui is painfully ios) in addition to being a game that doesnt even deserve ios. It's a 1 on 1 match 3 game in real
time with small monsters that attack using the stones you match. unfortunately, using these attacks can make you unable to
match for the animations which last far too long and the game never bothers to teach you how the second type of attack each
monster has works. May not sound like a lot of issues, but thats the whole game so there isnt a single pro to it.. boring game and
gj. Hey, it's like *PUT ANY GENERIC FPS TITLE HERE*, With a little bit of *PUT ANY BATTLEFIELD TITLE HERE*.
Nice!
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OMG DIS IZ DA BEST GAME EVAR
No, not really..
IT'S CRAP!
It's so bad it's not even funny. I really regret buying this game and I haven't touched it in years.. Prob the best Zombie survival
game out for the Vive so far.

Pro's
Great feeling with the guns regarding recoil etc.
Melee system works suprising well especially for the baby zombies.
Graphics look very good for a VR Title
The jump scare moments always get your blood pumping and flintching with the scorpians shooting webs at your face.
Good amount of weapon variaty and customisation
Suprising amount of levels that the campaign offers.
Cons
The music on the main menu, i get that's it's a horror game but come on guys, All that noise just for it to show "The Brookhaven
Experiment" it's too much considering the volume of that compared to the rest of the game like R.I.P headphone users.
Also the noises after every wave are insanely loud just for it to show the score that you got they are way to over the top.
Things i think everyone in the community would love.
Co-Op would be a fantastic addition to the game. Playing the game alone is good and all and adds to the vibe but i think adding
Co-Op would be great seen as me and my friends really would like to play with each other defending wave after wave.
Duel weild weapons like you could drop your flashlight on the ground or something and have 2 pistols that would be really cool.
Great game would reccommend if you're in to Zombie horror games.
8/10 would be a solid 9 or 10 if the issues i mentioned got fixed regarding game volume and a co-op mode :)

. This game is good.
The gameplay is good, but boring game. Some levels are very hard, which is good. And you can do all achievements.. I actually
enjoyed this little game and I can't understand all the hate it gets. It's just a child friendly game with simple gameplay (but
sometimes pretty hard difficulty).
There could be some small improvements, but the only things I could complain about is that playing as Penguin slows a little bit
the game down and the music gets repetitive.
I've got over 3 hours of gameplay and received all the achievements, including the one for a 1,000 highscore. Probably I
would've played it even more if it had more collectables, but I'll sure start a new game every now-and-then.
I recommend this game, maybe not on full price, but at least on sale. I myself will buy the 2D version very soon.. Great game
and nicely done. Enjoy playing but after awhile I start getting the motion sickness as others had mentioned. Otherwise I enjoy
playing up to that point and after a break can come back... if you don't get motion sick, you'll love this game.. Oh my goodness...
A roguelike with great music similar to Rare's N64 stuff, addicting gameplay like SotS: The Pit, a decent level of exploration
and curiousity with an indepth skill tree and crafting system? And... for only five bucks? I'm in love! (Seriously, this game is
freaking amazing and everyone owes themselves the pleasure of playing this game). So yeah, go buy it fellow steam perusers.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fNvOHurbioI. Anything VW is stunning, this literally took my breath away. A fine
locomotive and a great addition to my fleet. Thank you! 10\/10 easily.. Really nice horrible feel to this, look forward to the full
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game. Have seen some unfair negative reviews regarding motion, there’s nothing wrong with use of the pad. It’s part of the
course when you’re moving in a VR environment to feel strange/dizzy; it’s not peculiar to this game. The longer I’ve had my
Vive the more I’ve become accustomed to methods of getting around. As for this game, based on the demo, definitely
recommend it.. Simply put, Abandonware, left this project to work on XLR wich is also now abandonware. good job devs
*slowclap*. It's of course not worth 8.99€, but its very nice and probably introduced more innovation than Call of Duty in
2014.
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